The story of Mopar began 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts, and customer care provider for FCA Canada Inc. brands, we work alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our team is comprised of expert technicians and a wide range of models, parts, and accessories designed specifically for your vehicle. It’s why we offer unique service contracts that ensure service and performance in a protective film. That’s why we’re committed to providing the highest standards in service and performance in a protective film. That’s the Mopar Advantage: Making life more convenient with professional services, ramping up your pride of ownership with authentic accessories, adding style and flair to your drive. After all, we built it. We know it.
It’s what serious off-road enthusiasts have been waiting for: the all-new, completely redesigned 2018 Jeep® Wrangler. And all of the Jeep Performance Parts offered here have been newly engineered to take this historic trail-rider to exceptionally adventurous heights. With Jeep Performance Parts, it’s easy to make your Wrangler extra special and attention-grabbing. These hard-core products are specifically designed to enhance the off-road performance of 4WD Jeep Brand vehicles. From winches to axles, from suspension to the all-new impressive LED off-road light kits, these extreme parts have been crafted to meet the needs of off-road enthusiasts who demand the very best in capability and style. The Mopar® Off-Road Division continues to dedicate its full attention to developing this line of serious components that offer unique style and exceptional fortitude to travel to places that trail-riding enthusiasts continue to dream of reaching.

ENHANCE YOUR ALL-NEW DREAM MACHINE WITH CUSTOM JEEP® PERFORMANCE PARTS

**A. RUBICON® STEEL BUMPERS, FRONT.** Steel-reinforced and winch-capable. Removable ends allow conversion to a high-clearance, narrow-profile bumper. Choose long or short configuration. Three-piece bumper comes equipped with Red Tow Hooks and Fog Lights. One-piece bumper comes equipped with Red Tow Hooks and must be used with the production Front Bumper Skid Plate, sold separately. 

[B 82215121 – Three-piece assembly]  
[B 82215120 – One-piece assembly]

**B. RUBICON STEEL BUMPER, REAR.** Rear off-road bumper, same as production, matches front Rubicon® bumper. Bumper is steel with Black, e-coated finish. 

[82215342]

**C. RUBICON HOOD PACKAGE.** Hood is same as production Rubicon hood. Package includes the hood, air inlet bezels, silencer pad and hardware. The hood comes primed and ready to paint, and fits all new Jeep® Wrangler vehicles. 

[82215373]

**D. FENDER FLARES.** Allow for 35-inch tire without a lift, or 37-inch tire with 2 inches of lift. Attach to production mounting holes with no sheet metal trimming. Made in the U.S.A. 

[82215740 – Four door, Paintable surface]  
[82215742 – Four door, Black textured finish]

**E. MOULDED ROCK RAILS.** Constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help absorb impact and protect lower bodyside panels while off-roading. 

**F. RUBICON ROCK RAILS.** These are made of Black, powder-coated steel and are the same as production Rubicon® Rock Rails. 

[82215126]

**F. JEEP® PERFORMANCE PARTS ROCK RAILS.** Designed to meet the demands of the off-roads and are specifically designed with a heavy-gauge steel to help absorb impact and protect lower bodyside panels while off-roading. The outer surface is e-coated and then DuraBull®-coated (truck bedliner coating) providing superior protection and durability. 

[82215165AB]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
A. 2-INCH LIFT KIT WITH FOX® SHOCKS. (1) It is completely engineered by Jeep® Performance Parts engineers to be the best no-compromise lift kit available for your all-new Jeep Wrangler. Includes 2.5-inch-diameter aluminum body monotube FOX® Shocks for cooler operation, and increases articulation and tire-to-ground contact. The longer front control arms optimize caster suspension tuning for on-road without compromising off-road capability. Accommodates 35" tires for added capability. The parts are easy to install as no driveshaft or brake line replacements are required. Kit comes in a reusable Jeep branded wooden crate.

[ 77072395 ]

B. BIG BRAKE KIT. Upgrade your braking system to complement larger wheels and tires. Kit includes production heavy-duty Rubicon® brakes, front and rear calipers, caliper bolts, rotors, pads and front hoses.

[ 77072434 ]

C. WARN® M8000 WINCH. Features a 3,629-kg (8,000-lb) line pull, automatic brake, 3-stage planetary gear set with 216:1 gear ratio, a Hawse fairlead, 24.4 m (80 feet) of 5/16" steel cable, and a remote control with a 3.66-m (12-foot) lead.

[ 82202191AC ]

D. EXCLUSIVE JEEP® PERFORMANCE PARTS RUBICON® WINCH. (2) Completely waterproof and submersible to ensure reliable operation during water fording (3) and other adverse conditions. Includes 30.5 m (100 feet) of Warn Spydura™ Synthetic Rope which is packed with features and offers high resistance to abrasion and tremendous tensile strength. Finished in 3-stage zinc phosphate, e-coat and powder-coating. Fasteners treated with anti-corrosive Magni 565 coating. Fasteners treated with anti-corrosive Magni 565 coating. (transparent)

[ P5160095AB ]

E. FAIRLEAD ADAPTER PLATE FOR OFF-CENTRED WINCH. Application for non-centred winch products. Mates with Winch Mounting Kit and works on Rubicon® winch-capable bumper.

[ 82215527AB ]

F. WINCH MOUNTING KIT. Available for all configurations of our Off-Road Bumpers. Fairlead Adapter Plate required if required. Sold separately.

[ 82215182 ]

G. GRILLE AND WINCH GUARD HOOP. Designed to protect vehicle’s winch and grille. Bolts to the production steel front bumper with no drilling or alteration of the bumper. Powder coated black to match the front bumper assembly. (transparent)

[ 82215351 ]

H. TOW STRAP KIT. Gives the tow vehicle extra leverage when extracting stuck vehicles. Comes with tow strap, steel clevis shackle, pair of gloves and heavy-duty branded bag.

[ 82213901AB ]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) It works with Electronic Stability Control although unique alignment specifications are required. (2) Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted. (3) Do not attempt water fording unless depth is known and consistent with the vehicle’s water fording rating in the Owner’s Manual. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be covered by the new vehicle warranty. Always off-road responsibly in approved areas.
RUBICON® CRATE AXLE ASSEMBLIES. Arrive completely assembled with 4.10 gear and electric selectable locking differentials.

A. FRONT RUBICON CRATE AXLE. [77072405]
B. REAR RUBICON CRATE AXLE. [77072406]
C. FRONT BUMPER SKID PLATE. Designed to fit under the front bumper. Latch and construction identical to part# 82215183. For vehicles with factory bumper mounts.
D. COLD AIR INTAKE SYSTEM. Features Jeep® Performance Parts logo and reusable Black and Silver drop-in filter. Draws fresh air from outside and feeds it directly to the engine for increased engine performance. Includes bezel to finish cut-out.

POWERFUL PROTECTION

E. WRANGLER SNORKEL. Snorkel allows you to direct cool air into the engine when driving through conditions that threaten normal air inlets. The snorkel is designed to fit all Wrangler JL and JT models.
F. CENTRE HIGH-MOUNTED STOP LAMP (CHMSL) RELOCATION KIT. Allows you to add a 35" or larger tire to the centre of the spare tire. Can be used with the Bowrider Spare Tire Carrier and/or Tailgate Reinforcement System. [82215349]
G. TAILGATE REINFORCEMENT SYSTEM. Allows for larger tires to be mounted on the swing gate. Reinforcement is powder-coated Black and works with production hinge for easier installation. Must be used with the Oversized Spare Tire Carrier, sold separately. [82215356AB]
H. OVERSIZED SPARE TIRE CARRIER. Mounts to the swing gate and is adjustable to hold non-production tires and wheels up to 37". Carrier is painted a corrosion-resistant Black finish. Requires factory Mounting System, sold separately. [82215355]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES

BRIGHTLY ILLUMINATE MORE OF THE ROAD AND TRAIL AHEAD. LED LIGHTING KITS CAN EASILY BE ADDED TO WRANGLER’S AVAILABLE NEW AUXILIARY SWITCH BANK.

A. LED HEADLIGHT KIT. Kit is for production LED headlights. This kit allows you to replace your halogen headlights with the production LED headlights for your vehicle. Kit includes left and right headlights, harness, and wiring harness. [82215136]

B. LED FOG LAMP KIT. Allows you to upgrade your factory fog lights to production LED fog lights on production models. Kit includes left and right fog lights, harness, and wire connector kit. [82215138]

OFF-ROAD LIGHT KITS. These military grade, commercial Off-Road Light Kits provide an exceptional light for off-road conditions. Each kit can be used with a variety of light sources. Each kit contains LED lights, mounting brackets, connectors, and wiring harnesses for a complete off-road lighting solution. Kits come in two versions, wiring harness includes pigtail with ground eyelet and blunt cut circuit for power connection.

C. 5-INCH OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT. [4,800 Lumen] [82215386]

D. 7-INCH OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT. [8,000 Lumen] [82215385]

E. WINDSHIELD MOUNTING BRACKETS. Allow for mounting off-road lights to windshield. Brackets attach to existing holes on the A-pillar cowl area. Brackets are steel, with Black, e-coat finish. [82215427]

F. BUMPER-MOUNT LIGHT BRACKETS. Allow for the mounting of off-road lights to front bumper. Brackets mount to frame rails. Compatible with production, Rubicon® steel and Mopar® Off-Road Bumpers. [82215428]

G. LIGHT MOUNTING BRACKETS. Allow for mounting of off-road lights to winch guard. Kit includes brackets for mounting two round 5-inch or 7-inch lights. [82215729]

H. BLACK SWITCH BANK TRIM. [82215190]

I. CHROME SWITCH BANK TRIM. [82215798AB]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check local laws on installation and use.
The all-new 2018 Wrangler arrives ready and willing to be outfitted to reflect your personality and lifestyle. This is an exciting opportunity to take to the roads and trails in a freedom machine of your dreams, the one that is personalized and enhanced exactly to your specifications. With hundreds of parts to transform your Jeep® Wrangler, Mopar® offers a wide variety of accessories crafted specifically for the all-new Wrangler. You won’t worry if your part will fit or the color will match — when you go with quality, authentic accessories by Mopar, your time and effort is always rewarded. That’s because you’re installing equipment designed by engineers who know the exact specs and requirements of your all-new Wrangler. The perfect fit and finish of every Mopar accessory will go the distance because every one is made to last.
A. MODULAR LIGHTWEIGHT LOAD-CARRYING EQUIPMENT (MOLLE) BAGS. (1)
Attach to the MOLLE grid system on the back of the Rubicon® seats. Kit includes set of three bags, each with attachment straps, and features the Jeep ® Brand logo.

B. TAILGATE TABLE. (1)
Durable metal table fashioned after the iconJeep grille includes mounting hardware for easy attachment to backside of trim panel.

C. CARGO TOTE. (1)
Features snap-in dividers for modular storage, and the Jeep Brand logo.

D. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.
Includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves.

E. CARGO NET. (1)
Black nylon net fastens to tie-down loops to help keep loose items secure.

F. CARGO TUB.
Provides additional storage under the floor. Removable, lightweight and easy to clean. For use in 2-door and 4-door SUVs.

G. REAR SEAT DOG PARTITION. (Optional)

H. PET KENNEL. (1)
Secures to vehicle using four tie-down straps. Stows flat when not in use.

I. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Add to your protection against scratches and nicks. They feature an etched honeycomb design on the front and diamond plate on the rear.

J. STAINLESS STEEL. (Optional)

K. ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS. High-quality rubber compound provides non-slip traction at your floor. Protects your floor from spills, mud, dirt and grime. This four-piece set includes Black and automotive-style design and Red accents, the front of the door has a drainage sole for the vehicle to drain. Backs are slightly higher than the mats for water collection away from your feet. Each piece includes molded backing and grommets for retention across your floor. (Optional)

L. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. In Black. Features interior loops to keep floor mats in place. (Optional)

M. KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS.
Handcrafted and professionally designed leather-trimmed interior options. Shown in Black featuring the Jeep grille with Light Tungsten contrast stitching and perforated leather centre panels. Ask your retailer for more information.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
17-INCH SILVER OFF-ROAD WHEEL
12mm offset allows for larger tires.

17-INCH SATIN CARBON OFF-ROAD WHEEL
12mm offset allows for larger tires.

17-INCH BLACK OFF-ROAD WHEEL
12mm offset allows for larger tires.

17-INCH BEADLOCK WHEEL
12mm offset allows for larger tires.

SPARE TIRE COVERS
Personalize and protect!

Mopar® offers a variety of themed designs for your Jeep® Wrangler Spare Tire Cover.

AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES
A. HOOD LOCK KIT. (1) Keeps your engine compartment safe from intrusion. The lock is the same as production and is keyed to your ignition key.

B. HITCH RECEIVER. (2) This Class 2 Hitch Receiver has a 1,588-kg (3,500-lb) towing capacity with 159-kg (350-lb) tongue weight capacity. It requires no trimming or cutting of the rear bumper or fascia when installing, and is the same as the production Hitch. The Jeep ® Hitch Receiver Cover is also included.

C. HITCH RECEIVER COVER. Protects vehicle’s hitch opening from the elements, includes a retention strap and features the Jeep ® Brand logo.

D. HITCH RECEIVER WIRING HARNESS. Harness includes a seven-/four-way connector to enable trailer stop, turn, Reverse, park lights and brake circuit to IP and B+ circuit. Kit includes harness, module, tie straps, connector and loose in-line connector.

E. BALL MOUNT ADAPTER. Designed for a 2-inch Hitch Receiver.

F. HITCH BALL, CHROME. Forged steel with a Chrome finish.

G. RV TOW WIRING HARNESS. (2) Enables towing a vehicle behind a truck or an RV. Harness allows for brake and running light operation.

H. SATIN CHROME. Constructed from cast aluminum, featuring the Jeep ® Brand logo.

I. BLACK POWDER COAT. TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. Add functionality and style. Side Steps are either extruded, painted Black or Chrome and are designed to be aesthetically appropriate for the vehicle body and the desired usage. Each Step is constructed to fit perfectly side-by-side, requiring no additional hardware for installation. Made of extruded aluminum material to provide corrosion resistance and the steps are e-coated and powder-coated for superior protection and durability.

J. BLACK. The extruded Black aluminum material provides corrosion resistance and the steps are e-coated and powder-coated for superior protection and durability.

K. CHROME. Extruded aluminum material is polished and then chromed for durability and the classic beauty of a chrome appearance.

L. SIDE STEPS. Provide function and style. Same as production featuring textured pads to prevent slipping, and extend from front wheel to rear wheel.

M. TENT KIT. Attaches to rear of vehicle or stands alone. 3 m x 3 m (10’ x 10’) in size, 2.1 m x 1.8 m (7’ x 6’) awning available. Includes carrying case for easy storage.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use.

(2) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar.
VEHICLE ALSO FEATURES FENDER FLARES, BLACK POWDER-COATED FUEL FILLER DOOR, BLACK TUBULAR SIDE STEPS, 7-INCH LED OFF-ROAD LIGHT KIT, BUMPER-MOUNT LIGHT BRACKETS AND BEADLOCK WHEELS

A. SATIN BLACK GRILLE (VIN5114)
B. 1941 HOOD GRAPHIC (VIN5734)
C. REMOVABLE ROOF RACK KIT. Allows you to transport your gear safely and easily, and is compatible with Mopar® Sport and Cargo Carriers. (VIN5387)
D. ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. (1)(2) Holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. (VIN5725)
E. ROOF-TOP CARGO CARRIER. (1)(2) Adds valuable storage space, and provides easy accessibility to all your gear. (VIN5507)
F. ROOF NET. (3) Secures cargo. (VIN9422AB)
G. MOAB MOUNTAIN BODYSIDE GRAPHIC. (VIN5732)
H. 1941 SWOOSH BODYSIDE GRAPHIC. (VIN5731)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Mounts to the Removable Roof Rack Kit. (3) Sold separately.
A. MESH SUN BONNET. Offers partial protection from the sun while allowing the open-air feel. Fastens under original top. [82215390]

B. SUN BONNET. Preserves the open-air feel while providing protection from the sun with durable, high-quality soft top material. Available for hardtop (without door frame). [82215392]

C. STANDARD HARDTOP. Features tinted glass, side-quarter windows, glass liftgate, rear wiper and defroster.

D. BLACK TEXTURED HARDTOP. [82215142]

E. PAINTABLE HARDTOP. [82215143]

F. HARDTOP HEADLINER. Boosts efficiency of air conditioning and reduces road noise. Half-inch-thick non-woven cushioning and finished edges. [82215133AB]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

F. PARKING COVER. Protects the interior from rain, dust, dirt, debris and the elements. Quick and easy to install. [82215370]

G. HOOD LATCH. The latch is uniquely designed for Mopar, featuring the Jeep® Willys logo.

H. GRAB HANDLES. Attach to the sport bar of the front or rear doors and are made of steel with a sculpted overmould to fit your hand. Features the Jeep grille logo.

I. FRONT GRAB HANDLES. [82215523]

J. REAR GRAB HANDLES. [82215524]

K. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTOR. [82215368]

L. FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflects road debris, dirt and insects away from vehicle’s hood and windshield. Available in Tinted Smoke. [82215367]

M. FRONT END COVER AND HOOD COVER. Protects the front end and edge of the hood from bugs, dirt and road debris. Constructed of Black vinyl. Available in Tinted Smoke. [82215365 – Front End Cover; 82215369 – Hood Cover]
REMOTE START™

Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM

Utilize a nationwide GPS tracking system powered by Guidepoint® to keep track of your vehicle’s location on a nationwide basis. The system utilizes electronic sensors and a Nationwide Tracking System to keep track of your vehicle 24/7 and help recover it in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include: Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Arrivals/Departures, Excessive Speed Notification, Text Maps of Point Locations and more. All features stay active during theft. Visit www.jpptracker.com for more information. 

ENGINEERED FOR TECHNOLOGY

VALUE STEER CAPS: Feature the Jeep® Brand logo and available as a set of four.
A. SILVER. [82213628AB]
B. BLACK. [82214622]
C. WHEEL LOCKS. Includes five lug nuts and a special-fitting key. [82215711]
D. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to provide excellent lower body protection by minimizing the spray of water, mud, snow and rocks. Fits front and rear wheel wells of all new Jeep® Wrangler Sahara® or Sport. Fits front only; fits rear only if equipped with Rock Rails. [82215332AB – Front | [82215333 – Rear]
E. LOCKING FUEL CAP. Guards against theft or contamination of fuel. Includes quarter-turn locking gas cap and two keys. [05278655AB]
F. RADIANT SCREEN PROTECTOR. Media Centre Screen Protector is made of tough, clear, static-cling film. This anti-glare and scratch-resistant protector can improve visibility of your media centre screen. Available for 8.4” and 7” screens. [WASHINGTON: WJ-EP-31-0196]
G. JEEP® PERFORMANCE PARTS BADGE. Premium forged aluminum badge is Black with Silver image and text, featuring the Jeep Performance Parts logo against a gear-shaped background. [82215764]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for information by vehicle application. 

(1) Guidepoint subscriptions governed by Guidepoint Terms and Conditions available at www.guidepointsystems.com (sign-in required).
(2) Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters.

AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES

D